Wrx subwoofer

This Subaru WRX enclosure fits close to the back seat and allows for an amplifier to be
mounted in between. The cargo well in the floor can also be fully accessed without having to
remove the enclosure. All of our enclosures are constructed of the highest quality MDF, from
American suppliers. No lightweight or filler woods are ever used. Each enclosure is precision
cut in our facility by experienced fabricators. All of the speaker cutouts and corners are made
by CNC router for an exact fit every time. Notify me of new posts by email. This enclosure is
available in left or right configurations, just specify which one you would like when ordering.
This enclosure fits all years and does require moving the tire kit if equipped right side only.
There are no reviews yet. Reviews There are no reviews yet. As the owner of SRQ, let me thank
you for taking the time to see what we have to offer. For more than a decade, I have been
building some very unique vehicles for very particular clients. In the day to day operations of
running a car audio shop, I noticed that a large segment of this industry went unserved. Clients
looking to own a subwoofer enclosure made just for their vehicle are always out of luck in the
chain stores or small shops without the ability to create them. A few years ago I decided to start
offering some of my own designs nationwide to those without the time or ability to create their
own masterpieces. We build each of our enclosures one at time, giving them the same love and
attention you would expect if you came to our store in person. The repetition of the designs and
additional income of the brick and mortar store allow us to keep the prices low. For almost the
same price you might expect to pay for a bland square box covered in itchy cheap carpet, we
have something amazing just for your vehicle. In case you haven't already picked out your gear,
we also carry a wide range of audio products, all new and warrantied. Thanks again for coming
in, and feel free to call me directly if you have any questions. Related Products. Select options
Quick View. Choose an option DUAL 10". Sound Bar Buying Guide. Home Theater Systems
Buying Guide. Home Theater Receivers Buying Guide. Home Speaker Deals. Receiver Deals.
Turntable Deals. Devialet's new Phantom range innovates across the board: design, signal
processing, user interaction, and efficiency. TV Buying Guide. AV Receivers Buying Guide. TV
Deals. Sound Bar Deals. Read more. Headphone Buying Guide. Headphone Deals. Bluetooth
Speaker Deals. From the latest on-ear headphones to truly wireless earbuds, we share our
favorite headphones and accessories. Shop now. Car Fit Finder. Schedule a free consultation
today. My installer, Frank, and I wanted the new system to play as true-to-life as possible
throughout the volume spectrum. This car is my daily driver, and I still needed to fit things like
luggage and grocery bags. This allows them to be twisted to fire the high frequency audio tones
up towards the your ears, allowing you to hear more detail. The end result: an even better
listening experience. When searching for the right subwoofer, I wanted something that could
deliver a clean and loud bass response. The JL Audio 10W6-series subwoofer was the
no-brainer solution for me. I had the option to get the JL Audio CSG-W6v3 10" sealed subwoofer
that comes with a rugged, compact, sealed enclosure, which was a big bonus for me. Not only
does it sound fantastic, but it can also be easily removed from my trunk in case I need to make
room for groceries. Frank ran the thick power wire to the trunk area where it plugs into a
compact distribution block. From this block, slightly smaller 4-gauge power wires emerge and
run to the power inputs on the JL Audio amplifiers. This distribution block is fused to help
protect the electrical system of the car, as well as the amplifiers. The Subaru STi is a ton of fun
to drive, but it rattles like a tin can loaded with pebbles. So we decided to enhance the sound
quality inside the car and reduce outside noise with a one-two punch from Dynamat. When the
speakers were installed, Dynamat Xtreme was applied to the metal door pieces to help combat
road noise and limit resonation. To further insulate the doors, a Dynamat Dynaliner kit was
placed over the Dynamat that had just been laid into place. Dynaliner is a closed cell foam that
helps further stop road noise from entering the cabin of the Subaru. After giving the system a
quick tune, the speakers were slowly broken in over the course of about two and a half weeks.
Once they had time to truly shine, I brought the car back into the bay for the final tune, which
took about a half hour to complete. The final result of this stereo replacement is pretty darn
impressive; I just love the way it sounds. I am a perfectionist, though, so I will constantly be
working to improve the sound. The Focal speakers are all tucked behind the factory speaker
grilles, so the new speaker system looks like it was installed into the car from Subaru. All of the
wishes on my audio upgrade checklist have been checked off. Interested in upgrading your car
stereo? You must be logged in to write a comment. Log In. Sign up to receive exclusive offers
and recommendations from our experts! World Wide Stereo. Navigation Search Help Cart. Home
Audio Home Audio. Ready to find your speaker soulmate? Browse our selection of premium
home speakers. Shop Now. See what TVs were voted Best of Check out what our experts think
are the best car stereos of Our Services. All of our projects are expertly designed and installed.
Get Inspired. Filed Under: project profiles videos. By Chris Mulhearn. As one of World Wide
Stereo's car audio specialists, I live and breathe cars every single day. When it came time to

upgrade the audio equipment in my Subaru WRX STi, I knew from the get-go that I wanted a
high performance stereo system, while keeping the stock interior panels intact. The result? A
stealth system I can enjoy every day, and repurpose when it's time for a new ride. Check out our
finished product in the video and photos below! Planning the system upgrade. Choosing the
right speakers. Bringing the bass with JL Audio. Sound deadening with Dynamat. Giving the
new system a test drive. Featured products in this project. Meet the installer: Chris Mulhearn.
Write a Comment You must be logged in to write a comment. Visit A Showroom. Ardmore, PA.
Want the inside scoop? Sign Me Up. This listing is for part or sub-assembly number given
below only. Skip to main content. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window
or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new
window or tab. Add to Watchlist. People who viewed this item also viewed. Showing Slide 1 of 1
- Carousel. Check if this part fits your vehicle. Picture Information. Mouse over to Zoom - Click
to enlarge. Trusted seller, fast shipping, and easy returns. Learn more - Top Rated Plus - opens
in new window or tab. Get the item you ordered or get your money back. Learn more - eBay
Money Back Guarantee - opens in new window or tab. Contact seller. Visit store. See other
items More See all. Item Information Condition:. Read more. Sign in to check out Check out as
guest. Add to Watchlist Remove from watch list. Watch list is full. Longtime Member. Shipping
help - opens a layer International Shipping - items may be subject to customs processing
depending on the item's customs value. Your country's customs office can offer more details,
or visit eBay's page on international trade. Item location:. Rancho Cordova, California, United
States. Ships to:. This amount is subject to change until you make payment. For additional
information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or
tab This amount includes applicable customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other fees. For
additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new
window or tab. Estimated between Thu. Estimated delivery dates - opens in a new window or tab
include seller's handling time, origin ZIP Code, destination ZIP Code and time of acceptance
and will depend on shipping service selected and receipt of cleared payment - opens in a new
window or tab. Delivery times may vary, especially during peak periods. Any international
shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new
window or tab International shipping and import charges paid to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping and import charges are paid in part to
Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping is paid
in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab. Related sponsored
items. Showing Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel. Report item - opens in a new window or tab. This
translation tool is for your convenience only. The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting
translation is not guaranteed. Note: The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is
not guaranteed. Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing. My Garage. Go to My Garage.
Please wait. We were unable to complete your request. Please try again later. This part is not
compatible with this. Compatibility information is not available for this item. Oops, something
went wrong. This part is compatible with below vehicle s. This part is compatible with below
vehicle s matching this. A quantity of 2 is recommended. Shipping and handling. This item will
ship to Ukraine , but the seller has not specified shipping options. Contact the seller - opens in
a new window or tab and request a shipping method to your location. Shipping cost cannot be
calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP Code. Shipping to: Worldwide. No additional import charges
at delivery! This item will be shipped through the Global Shipping Program and includes
international tracking. Learn more - opens in a new window or tab. There are 1 items available.
Please enter a number less than or equal to 1. Select a valid country. Please enter 5 or 9
numbers for the ZIP Code. Domestic handling time. Taxes may be applicable at checkout. Learn
more. Return policy. Payment details. Payment methods. Back to home page Return to top.
Back to home page. Listed in category:. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new
window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a
new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Image not available Photos not available for this variation.
Available in drivers side and or passenger side. Please allow Days to build. Made in USA. We
designed it with JL subs in mid and a 12w6 will fit these enclosures. It will fit other
manufacturers subwoofers. Designed to take as little room as possible in the trunk area. Trunk
Floor will need to be cut and trimmed to be able to fit boxes in. Both Drivers side and pass
85 silverado
2001 isuzu rodeo belt diagram
1999 mazda protege owners manual
enger side is available in 10" or 12" Available to purchase with subwoofers at a drastic
discount. Also available with an amplifier package. We do offer full installs in our Kingston NH

Facility. Over 15 Years experience making fiberglass Subwoofer enclosures. Each enclosure
comes out of a mold. They are stepped design so 10" will be flush mounted and 12" will be
surface mounted. Lightweight construction due to fiberglass. Better then wooden enclosures.
Thank you for joining our new online store front. Please be patient at we are slowing trying to
work out the kinks. If you have any questions please email or call us. Add to cart. Description
Specification Reviews. Customer reviews. Please sign in to add review. Customers who bought
this product also bought Drop items here to shop. Customers who viewed this product bought.
Can't subscribe you right now. Try later. Thank you for subscribing to the newsletter! We hope
you enjoy shopping at Wicked C. All rights reserved. Powered by X-Cart.

